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Answer: A,E
Explanation:
Reference:
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/switches/lan/catalyst4500
/12-2/25ew/configuration/guide/ conf/port_sec.pdf

NEW QUESTION: 2
In a motor vehicle lease, a mathematical progression showing
how the periodic payment is derived, containing the following
information:
A. All of the above
B. Itemization of other charges that are part of the periodic
payment
C. Rent charge (the difference between the total of base
payment over the lease term minus the depreciation and any
amortized amounts)
D. Gross capitalized cost (including the agreed-on value of the
vehicle)
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
What control detects transmission errors by appending
calculated bits onto the end of each segment of data?
A. Reasonableness check
B. Check digits
C. Redundancy check
D. Parity check
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
A redundancy check detects transmission errors by appending
calculated bits onto the end of each segment of data. A
reasonableness check compares data to predefined reasonability
limits or occurrence rates established for the data. A parity
check is a hardware control that detects data errors when data
are read from one computer to another, from memory or during
transmission.
Check digits detect transposition and transcription errors.

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which characteristics BEST describe a walkthrough?

A. Formal process collects metrics
B. Documented, includes peers and experts
C. Defined roles, led by trained moderator
D. Led by the author, may be documented
Answer: D
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